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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Transcranial Doppler is a useful ancillary test for brain death confirmation because it is safe, noninvasive,
and done at the bedside. Transcranial Doppler confirms brain death by evaluating cerebral circulatory arrest. Case series studies have
generally reported good correlations between transcranial Doppler confirmation of cerebral circulatory arrest and clinical confirmation of
brain death. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the utility of transcranial Doppler as an ancillary test in brain death confirmation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We conducted a systematic review of the literature and a diagnostic test accuracy meta-analysis to
compare the sensitivity and specificity of transcranial Doppler confirmation of cerebral circulatory arrest, by using clinical confirmation of
brain death as the criterion standard.

RESULTS: We identified 22 eligible studies (1671 patients total), dating from 1987 to 2014. Pooled sensitivity and specificity estimates from
12 study protocols that reported data for the calculation of both values were 0.90 (95% CI, 0.87– 0.92) and 0.98 (95% CI, 0.96 – 0.99),
respectively. Between-study differences in the diagnostic performance of transcranial Doppler were found for both sensitivity (I2 � 76%;
P � .001) and specificity (I2 � 74.3%; P � .001). The threshold effect was not significant (Spearman r � �0.173; P � .612). The area under the
curve with the corresponding standard error (SE) was 0.964 � 0.018, while index Q test � SE was estimated at 0.910 � 0.028.

CONCLUSIONS: The results of this meta-analysis suggest that transcranial Doppler is a highly accurate ancillary test for brain death
confirmation. However, transcranial Doppler evaluates cerebral circulatory arrest rather than brain stem function, and this limitation needs
to be taken into account when interpreting the results of this meta-analysis.

ABBREVIATIONS: CCA � cerebral circulatory arrest; Q* � index Q test; QUADAS � Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies; sROC � summary receiver
operating curve; TCD � transcranial Doppler; SE � standard error

The concept and irreversibility of brain death have evolved in

the past 50 years, further differentiating it from “irreversible

coma” as initially described in 1968.1 Today, the clinical exami-

nation, apnea test, etiology, and ascertainment of irreversibility;

radiologic confirmation of a structural lesion; and elimination of

confounding laboratory tests remain the criterion standard for

brain death diagnosis.2

Ancillary testing for brain death confirmation remains contro-

versial. The latest guidelines from the American Academy of Neu-

rology and American Academy of Pediatrics report insufficient

evidence for determining brain death with ancillary tests.3,4 How-

ever, ancillary tests remain essential in brain death confirmation

when clinical instability prevents safe use of an apnea test5,6 or

barbiturate therapy or hypothermia precludes proper brain death

confirmation.7 In such circumstances, ancillary testing may com-

plement criterion standard testing and confirm brain death.

Transcranial Doppler (TCD) is useful for ancillary brain death

confirmation because it is safe and noninvasive. TCD confirms

brain death by evaluating cerebral circulatory arrest (CCA),

which has distinctive flow patterns: oscillatory flow representing

reversal of diastolic flow and systolic spikes representing lack of

net forward flow.

Case reports and case series have generally reported good cor-

relations between TCD confirmation of CCA and clinical confir-
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mation of brain death, with sensitivities ranging from 70.5% to

100%. Most recently, a meta-analysis of 10 studies demonstrated

TCD having a sensitivity of 89% and specificity of 99% compared

with the criterion standard clinical confirmation of brain death.8

However, this review omitted key methodologies, including esti-

mation of publication bias and the relative strength of each study,

and did not adopt Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy

Studies (QUADAS) methodology that standardizes quality assess-

ment and diagnostic accuracy of individual studies in systematic

reviews.9

In view of these former considerations, we conducted a sys-

tematic review of the literature and a meta-analysis adopting the

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

Analyses guidelines10 and by using QUADAS methodology9 for

quality assessment of included studies. The aim of this meta-anal-

ysis was to compare the sensitivity and specificity of TCD confir-

mation of CCA with clinical confirmation of brain death.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data Sources and Study Selection
We searched PubMed, Scopus, and the Cochrane Central data

bases for all published studies by using the terms “transcranial

Doppler,” “cerebral circulatory arrest,” and “brain death.” Three

reviewers (J.J.C., G.T., and A.H.K.) examined the references in-

dependently to exclude duplicates. The last literature search was

conducted on October 16, 2014. Relevant review articles were

examined to identify those that might have been missed in the

data base search. We imposed no language limitations on the

literature search. Case reports, studies not offering a comparison

criterion standard clinical examination, and studies consisting of

an exclusively pediatric population or primarily focusing on TCD

analysis in populations with structural defects of the cranium

were excluded.

Study Eligibility
All retrieved studies were independently examined by 3 reviewers

(J.J.C., G.T., and A.H.K.) to determine overall eligibility. Prospec-

tively collected, retrospective, and case series were included. In-

clusion criteria for studies were as follows: 1) clinical confirma-

tion of brain death serving as a criterion standard; 2) insonation

window that included a transtemporal, suboccipital, or transor-

bital approach; 3) studies in which quantitative numbers could be

extrapolated to calculate sensitivities and specificities; and 4) ages

ranging from neonate to 100 years of age while excluding studies

focused solely on pediatric populations.

Data Extraction
The following information from each study was extracted by the 3

investigators independently: true-positives, false-negatives, true-

negatives, false-positives, etiology of neurologic injury, and win-

dow used for insonation. When identifying the accuracy of TCD

waveforms for sensitivity and specificity analysis, we used the fol-

lowing rules: First, waveforms that could not be obtained through

the necessary bone windows on TCD were marked as a false-

negative result, ultimately lowering the sensitivity for the study

and, in some cases, resulting in a lower sensitivity than that re-

ported by the article. Second, for serial TCD examinations, sensi-

tivity was calculated by using the last TCD examination com-

pleted because this would have been closest to CCA and would

yield the highest sensitivity.

As recommended by the Cochrane Collaboration (http://

www.cochrane.org/), the QUADAS-2 tool (http://www.bris.ac.uk/

quadas/quadas-2/) was used to assess the risk of bias of each primary

study that reported both sensitivity and specificity measures.9,11 The

3 reviewers independently evaluated QUADAS-2 items, and conflicts

were resolved by consensus.

Data Synthesis and Statistical Analysis
Details regarding data synthesis and statistical analyses are pro-

vided in the On-line Appendix. In brief, sensitivity and specificity

were calculated for individual studies, and a random-effects anal-

ysis model (DerSimonian and Laird) was used for the estimation

of both pooled sensitivity and specificity.

Heterogeneity between studies was assessed by the Cochran Q

test and I2 statistic. Summary receiver operating curves were also

constructed by using the random-effects model. The area under

the curve and point of the curve where sensitivity equals specific-

ity index Q test were used to assess and summarize the discrimi-

nating ability of the summary receiver operating curve (sROC).

RESULTS
Study Selection and Study Characteristics
We searched PubMed and Scopus data bases, initially identifying

310 and 376 studies, respectively, that dated from 1987 to 2014.

After removing duplicates, we screened the titles and abstracts

from the remaining 455 studies, yielding 36 potentially eligible

studies for the meta-analysis. The Cochrane Central data base

search retrieved no additional studies. Full-text versions of these 36

studies were obtained, and 14 studies were excluded for the following

reasons: 1) They did not offer a comparison criterion standard clin-

ical examination,12-14 2) the exact number of patients could not be

extrapolated from the methodology or results for analysis,15,16 3) the

study consisted of an exclusively pediatric population,17-20 4) the

article was a single-patient case report,21-23 or 5) the study primarily

focused on TCD analysis in populations with structural defects of the

cranium (ie, patients with external ventricular devices or postdecom-

pressive hemicraniectomy).24,25

In the final presentation of the literature search results, there

was no conflict or disagreement between 2 reviewers (J.J.C. and

G.T.), and the 22 studies that met the protocol inclusion criteria of

the study were included in the present systematic review (Fig 1).

The characteristics of the included studies,26-47 comprising 1596

total patients, are shown in the On-line Table.

Quality Assessment
The quality assessment of included studies by using QUADAS-2 is

presented in the Table. High bias was introduced in all 22 studies

when using the risk of bias/index test asking the question “could

the conduct or interpretation of the index test have introduced

bias?” because TCDs were always performed after confirmation of

clinical brain death. Risk of bias/patient selection was introduced

in 4 studies because patients were excluded due to either TCD

windows being unobtainable27 or, by study design only, a portion

of the patients who were clinically brain dead underwent
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TCDs.34,38,43 High bias was introduced in risk of bias/flow and

timing in 3 studies because patients were excluded from analysis

due to TCD waveforms being unobtainable despite vasopressor

use,28 bone windows or clinical brain death not being deter-

mined,30 and clinical brain death and even ancillary tests not be-

ing performed because of severe clinical instability.41 Unclear bias

was introduced in applicability concerns/patient selection in 6

studies because pediatric patients were included in the analy-

sis.33,34,37,42,45,47 Finally, high bias was introduced in 1 study in

applicability concerns/index test because in addition to the stan-

dard TCD transtemporal window, contrast-induced TCD was

used.26 No study had �2 high risks of bias noted.

Data Synthesis and Statistical Analysis
The sensitivity and specificity values, with the corresponding

95% CIs, were calculated for all included studies. However,

overall sensitivity and specificity estimates were pooled from

12 of the 22 study protocols because only these studies re-

ported data for the calculation of both sensitivity and specific-

ity values (Fig 2).

In the pooled analysis of 859 patients (56.1% with clinically

confirmed brain death), overall sensitivity was 0.90 (95% CI,

0.87– 0.92; Fig 3A) and overall specificity was 0.98 (95% CI,

0.96 – 0.99; Fig 3B). Between-study differences in the diagnos-

tic performance of TCDs were found for both sensitivity (I2 �

76%, P � .001, Fig 3A) and specificity

(I2 � 74.3%, P � .001, Fig 3B). The

threshold effect was not significant

(Spearman r � �0.173, P � .612). The

sROC analysis, displaying the individ-

ual studies that reported data for the

calculation of both sensitivity and

specificity and the sROC curve (with

its corresponding 95% CI), is pre-

sented in Fig 4. The area under the

curve of sROC with the corresponding

standard error (SE) was 0.964 � 0.018,

while the Q* � SE was estimated at

0.910 � 0.028.

DISCUSSION
This study provides the most compre-

hensive review evaluating the sensitivity

and specificity of TCD in confirming

brain death. The results of this meta-

analysis suggest that TCD is a highly

accurate ancillary test for brain death

confirmation with a sensitivity and spec-

ificity of 90% and 98%, respectively.

Moreover, the area under the curve of

sROC was estimated at 0.964, under-

scoring the very satisfactory diagnostic

yield of TCD for diagnosing CCA.

The findings of this meta-analysis are

roughly in line with the prior meta-anal-

ysis of Monteiro et al,8 with a sensitivity

of 89% and specificity of 99% when us-

ing TCD for brain death confirmation.

In our meta-analysis, we included all 12 studies used in that article

and 10 additional studies. We also improved on the study design

by systematically evaluating potential sources of bias and the rel-

ative strengths of each study. Moreover, sROC analyses were not

performed in the study of Monteiro et al, while Q* was also not

estimated. Finally, the risk of bias was not systematically ad-

dressed by QUADAS methodology. The findings of the present

meta-analysis when combined with the study of Monteiro et al

argue in favor of using TCD as a standard ancillary test for brain

death diagnosis, because TCD remains an inexpensive, easily re-

peatable, and noninvasive examination.

Quality of Study
Evaluation of QUADAS elicited several concerns about the

quality of the studies that are largely unavoidable given the

nonrandomized, observational nature of these individual

studies. First, high bias was introduced in all studies regarding

the risk of bias/index test. This was inevitable because TCD and

any ancillary test will always be measured against and com-

pleted after clinical brain death confirmation. Regarding the

risk of bias/patient selection, high bias was introduced in 4

studies and unclear bias was introduced in 4 studies. Azevedo

et al27 introduced bias because they did not enroll patients in

whom TCDs could not be obtained, while they failed to de-

FIG 1. Flow chart diagram presenting the selection of eligible studies. EVD indicates external
ventricular drain.
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scribe the number of excluded patients. The other 3 articles

introduced high bias in this category because they were pri-

marily designed to use and compare various ancillary tests in

brain death confirmation (TCD being used in addition to

angiography, electroencephalography, intracranial pressure

monitoring, and somatosensory-evoked potentials).34,38,43 Al-

though high bias was introduced in 3 studies regarding risk of

bias/flow and timing, the exclusion of these patients was un-

avoidable due to clinical instability. In all 3 studies, these pa-

tients were likely excluded because they had reached an ad-

vanced state of brain herniation that left them in multiorgan

dysfunction with extreme hemodynamic instability.28,30,41

Unclear bias was introduced in 5 studies regarding applicabil-

ity concerns/patient selection because pediatric populations

were incorporated and analyzed. Enough details were not pro-

vided to individually remove the pediatric patients. Although

Quality assessment of eligible studies
Risk of Bias Applicability Concerns

Patient
Selection

Index
Test

Reference
Standard

Flow and
Timing

Patient
Selection

Index
Test

Reference
Standard

Abadal et al26 L H L L L Ha L
Azevedo et al27 Hb H L L L L L
de Freitas and André28 L H L Hc L L L
Dominguez-Roldan et al29 L H L L L L L
Dosemeci et al30 L H L Hc L L L
Ducrocq et al31 L H L L L L L
Feri et al32 L H L L L L L
Hadani et al33 L H L L Ud L L
Hassler et al34 He H L L Ud L L
Kuo et al35 L H L L L L L
Lampl et al36 L H L L L L L
Newell et al37 L H L L Ud L L
Orban et al38 He H L L L L L
Paolin et al39 L H L L L L L
Petty et al40 L H L L L L L
Poularas et al41 L H L Hc L L L
Powers et al42 L H L L Ud L L
Su et al43 He H L L L L L
Van Velthoven and Calliauw44 L H L L L L L
Wang et al45 L H L L Ud L L
Welschehold et al46 L H L L L L L
Zurynski et al47 L H L L Ud L L

Note:—L indicates low-risk; H, high-risk; U, unclear.
a Used alternative TCD index tests: contrast-induced TCD.
b Did not enroll patients when TCD windows could not be obtained.
c Patients were excluded from analysis.
d Subset of the population explored included children (younger than 18 years); not enough information provided to differentiate how many children were included in the study.
e Of the total number of patients clinically diagnosed with brain death, only a portion of these patients underwent TCD.

Welschehold et al, 2012

FIG 2. Sensitivity and specificity ratios of individual studies, with their corresponding 95% confidence intervals. TP indicates true-positive; FP,
positive; FN, false-negative; TN, true-negative.
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unfortunate, as evidenced by mean ages, these populations

were primarily adult.33,34,37,42,45,47 Finally, 1 study introduced

high bias in applicability concerns/index test because while

using tests that incorporated a standard TCD window (trans-

temporal), this study also introduced contrast-induced TCD

to increase sensitivity.26

Limitations
Several limitations must be addressed when using TCDs for

confirmation of brain death: 1) worse sensitivity of TCD com-

pared with the clinical examination, 2) association between the

mechanism of neurologic injury and the sensitivity of TCD,

3) the impossibility of having perfect sensitivity with TCDs,

and 4) the impossibility of preventing false-positive results.

First, TCD will ultimately have lower sensitivity than clinical

confirmation of brain death at earlier time points because

blood vessel velocities and patterns demonstrated on TCDs for

brain death confirmation depend on CCA. Although isolated

case reports exist demonstrating clinical confirmation of brain

death, followed by CCA, and then a

rebound improvement in the clinical

examination (usually via resumption

of respiratory drive),21 CCA repre-

sents a more severe pathologic state

than brain death because it is charac-

terized by refractory high intracranial

pressures preventing cerebral perfu-

sion. Therefore, CCA should usually

temporally occur after brain stem dys-

function. This was shown because se-

rial TCDs conducted on patients who

were clinically brain dead always re-

sulted in the best sensitivities occur-

ring at later time points.30,33,38,41 In

addition, the accuracy of TCD evalua-

tion for brain death may also be sub-

ject to brain death criteria used in dif-

ferent countries, the largest difference

being inclusion of apnea testing which

was present in 59% of countries sur-

veyed48 and would likely result in

lower TCD sensitivities.

Second, confirmation of brain death

via TCD is influenced by the mechanism

of neurologic injury. The classic neurologic injury leading to brain

death is a supratentorial mass lesion with downward herniation

into the brain stem.49 Because herniation continues due to in-

creased intracranial pressure, cerebral perfusion will wane and

finally be absent, resulting in CCA and corresponding TCD wave-

forms. Other etiologies that result in global cerebral edema (diffuse

anoxic brain injury, leukoencephalopathy from toxin ingestion,

poor-grade subarachnoid hemorrhage, and diffuse traumatic brain

injury) will also lead to refractory intracranial pressures and CCA

whose waveform patterns can be detected by TCD.

Third, TCDs will never offer perfect sensitivities because

structural abnormalities will inevitably arise, primarily with ob-

taining adequate bone windows. Sixty-four patients were re-

ported to have unobtainable bone windows during TCD exami-

nation in 8 studies of this meta-analysis (On-line Table), giving a

corresponding insufficient insonation rate of 8.4% (range, 2.8%–

16%). These patients were evaluated as false-negatives, and this

decreased the sensitivity measure. In addition, due to unilateral

supratentorial lesions, cases will occur in which 1 large vessel will

FIG 3. Pooled sensitivity (A) and specificity (B) of eligible studies reporting both diagnostic accuracy testing parameters.

FIG 4. The summary receiver operating characteristic curve with its corresponding 95% confi-
dence interval of the diagnostic threshold of transcranial Doppler in the diagnosis of brain death.
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demonstrate a CCA pattern on TCD without this occurring in the

contralateral vessel.39 In addition, abnormalities of the cranium,

primarily manifested by postsurgical procedures such as decom-

pressive hemicraniectomy24,25 or external ventricular device

placement,24 or the more malleable cranium of infants and young

children,23 will lead to decreased sensitivities. The most likely

mechanism for this was increased pulsatile arterial blood flow

introduced by relief of intracranial pressure.

Fourth, although having an extremely high specificity, false-

positive results with TCDs are still possible and occurred in 3

studies. In Powers et al,42 2 of these false-positive cases occurred

because though TCD confirmation did precede clinical brain

death, unanticipated cardiopulmonary arrest prevented the inev-

itable confirmation of clinical brain death. The last false-positive

result occurred in a 31-year-old woman with a gunshot wound to

the head who had retrograde diastolic flow velocities noted on

TCD but who also had extremely high net flow velocities. Her

neurologic function improved, and she was ultimately discharged

from the hospital.42 In Su et al, 43 2 false-positives occurred; how-

ever, details behind these results were not evaluated in the article.

Finally, Dosemeci et al30 had 1 false-positive brain death result

with TCD, which was associated with a patient with TCD wave-

forms suggestive of CCA but who still had weak respiratory move-

ments elicited by an apnea test.

Finally, no adjustment was reported in the individual study

protocols, thus providing only the unadjusted sensitivity/specific-

ity measures in the published reports of the included studies.

Therefore pooling of unadjusted sensitivity/specificity measures

can neither eliminate the risk of potential confounder existence in

the included study protocols nor exclude their accession to the

pooled estimates.

Topics of Future Study
Several topics may help clinicians better understand the limita-

tions associated with TCD use in brain death confirmation. One

such topic may be trying to better understand the mechanism and

pathophysiology associated with CCA. This would include gain-

ing a better understanding of the time lag that occurs from brain

death to CCA. Such knowledge may assist in determining the

earliest time to use TCD as ancillary confirmation of brain death.

Other future studies would evaluate how TCD velocity changes

relative to skull defects or abnormalities. Future studies would

likely need to segregate infants and young children from adults

because of their malleable skulls.

CONCLUSIONS
In our meta-analysis, TCD as ancillary testing for brain death was

found to be highly sensitive and specific with rates of 89% and

98%, respectively. However, the main limitation of TCD is that it

detects CCA rather than brain stem dysfunction, which will inev-

itably result in less sensitivity than the clinical examination. As a

result, TCD is still best suited for an ancillary test to be performed

when clinical conditions or medications make the clinical exam-

ination unsuitable.

Disclosures: Georgios Tsivgoulis—UNRELATED: Grants/Grants Pending: I was sup-
ported by the European Regional Development Fund–Project St. Anne’s University

Hospital, Brno International Clinical Research Center (FNUSA-ICRC) (No.
CZ.1.05/1.1.00/02.0123).
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